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Exploiting non-covalent π interactions
for catalyst design
Andrew J. Neel1,2†, Margaret J. Hilton3, Matthew S. Sigman3 & F. Dean Toste1,2

Molecular recognition, binding and catalysis are often mediated by non-covalent interactions involving aromatic
functional groups. Although the relative complexity of these so-called π interactions has made them challenging to
study, theory and modelling have now reached the stage at which we can explain their physical origins and obtain reliable
insight into their effects on molecular binding and chemical transformations. This offers opportunities for the rational
manipulation of these complex non-covalent interactions and their direct incorporation into the design of small-molecule
catalysts and enzymes.

P

roducts of billions of years of evolutionary pressure, enzyme
active sites are flawlessly engineered spaces, with amino acid
residues precisely positioned to be complementary to the
transition states of the reactions they catalyse with regard to size, shape,
charge and any number of additional features1. Although the diversity
of reactions observed in nature is vast, the underlying principles of
molecular recognition of substrate and transition state are similar, and
typically emanate from the concerted action of multiple non-covalent
substrate–catalyst interactions (such as Van der Waals forces, the hydrophobic effect, e lectrostatic interactions) that are individually weak (about
0.5–3 kcal mol−1) but collectively important2–4. These interactions lower
the free energy (ΔG) as the catalyst–substrate complex (C–S) forms
and approaches the transition state (TS in Fig. 1a), which partially
compensates for the energetic uptake required to form the activated
complex (C–S‡) and thereby leads to catalysis (Fig. 1a). When designing
synthetic catalysts that operate by way of such ΔG lowering, the array of
attractive non-covalent interactions (NCIs) that exist afford seemingly
endless approaches to realize it through ground-state destabilization and/
or transition-state stabilization.
Studying molecular binding in the ground state has delivered a
relatively sophisticated view of the physical principles underlying NCIs,
to the extent that they are often rationally built into supramolecular
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Figure 1 | Overview of catalysis and non-covalent π interactions.
a, Qualitative depiction of catalysis via transition-state (TS) stabilization,
where C is catalyst, S is substrate, and P is product. Go, Gibbs free energy
in standard state; reaction coordinate indicates the progression of the
reaction; C–S‡, activated complex. b, Featured interactions (grey dashed
lines) of πsystems in this Review. X = B, C, N, O.

architectures5. As transition-state theory fundamentally relies on the
treatment of the ground and transition states as being in equilibrium,
the factors that govern binding in the former (change in free energy ΔG,
equilibrium constant Keq) are perfectly analogous to those in the latter
(free energy of activation ΔG‡, rate constant k)6. It thus seems entirely
reasonable to inform the rational design of synthetic catalysts that need to
bind the transition state by considering the factors that influence various
ground-state NCIs (distance, orientation, substituent effects, and so on)
and the strength of binding7, as illustrated by the development of small-
molecule catalysts that successfully control stereo- or regioselectivity8
in numerous transformations via hydrogen-bonding9 or ion-pairing10.
Here we survey within the context of catalysis a class of NCIs that often
influence molecular structure, recognition and binding as well as reaction
outcomes: aromatic or π interactions11. Drawing from k
 nowledge in
fields as diverse as crystal engineering, supramolecular c hemistry,
structural biology, organic synthesis and computational chemistry, we
give illustrative examples of π–π, XH–π (X = B, C, N, O), cation–π,
anion–π, and lone pair–πinteractions (Fig. 1b) and examine how they
can mediate the acceleration of chemical transformations. As our i nterest
is in m
 echanistic understanding, we focus on examples with rigorously
quantified NCIs that can reveal the underlying physical organic principles.
In the final section, we consider the prospect of truly de novo catalyst
design affecting the field of synthetic organic chemistry via the paradigm
of t ransition-state recognition using πinteractions as a design element.

π−π interactions

Among the most studied interactions of πsystems, the non-covalent
attraction between neutral, closed shell aromatic rings is often
characterized using the terms π−π interaction or π stacking12–15.
Four geometries are characteristic of π-stacking interactions: parallel
stacked (PS), parallel displaced (PD) and edge-to-face or ‘T’-shaped
(Fig. 2a). For the benzene dimer, the ‘T’-shaped and PD geometries
have been calculated to be approximately equal in stability (about
−2.5 kcal mol−1) with the PS geometry much less so ( approximately
−1.6 kcal mol−1). Qualitatively, this geometric preference can be understood in terms of molecular quadrupole moments. The six radially
oriented C–H bonds of benzene confer a quadrupole moment to the
molecule (described by the z2 component of the quadrupole moment
tensor, Qzz) such that regions of negative electrostatic potential are
found above and below the ring plane, and regions of positive potential
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Figure 2 | Overview of π-stacking geometries
and evidence for the direct interaction model.
a, π−πinteraction geometries (see text for
details). b, Hammett correlations (interaction
energy versus σmeta, the meta-Hammett
substituent parameter) supporting the direct
interaction model. Broken red line in insets
indicates interaction. Adapted from ref. 26,
American Chemical Society. c, Correlations
demonstrating geometric consequences of the
direct interaction model. Insets show Ar1 (top)
and Ar2 (bottom); broken red lines in insets
indicate interactions. On axes, Eint(Ar1 ×  Ar2)
denotes interaction energy between Ar1 and
Ar2, and so on. Adapted from ref. 28, American
Chemical Society. In b and c, regression lines
and their equations are shown: R, correlation
coefficient.
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around the ring periphery. From this perspective, the ‘T’-shaped and
PD geometries reflect an interaction between regions of positive and
negative potential, whereas the PS geometry is electrostatically repulsive
owing to overlapping regions of negative potential. However, based on
a number of high level ab initio studies, it is now generally accepted that
dispersion15 plays a major role in the attractive nature of π–π interactions
but is largely cancelled by exchange repulsion16,17. As such, the electrostatic c ontribution is important when comparing the interaction strengths
across a series of substituted homologues.
There have been numerous studies in the past two decades devoted
to understanding the physical origins of substituent effects in tuning the
strength of π−πinteractions. Until recently, the prevailing viewpoint,
initially put forth by Hunter and Sanders18, was based on a π-polarization
argument, wherein electron-withdrawing substituents were proposed to
remove electron density from an arene’s π-system via π-resonance effects
(and vice versa for electron-donating substituents)19–22. As such, this
model predicts that the interaction between two rings in a PS g eometry
will be strengthened upon introduction of an electron-withdrawing substituent into one of the partners owing to a decrease in repulsion between
the two πsystems, whereas introduction of an electron-donating substituent should weaken the interaction by the opposite mechanism. An
early experimental study corroborating the Hunter–Sanders model was
reported by Cozzi and Siegel and co-workers, who prepared a series of
1,8-diaryl naphthalenes, in which the aryl groups were forced in a faceto-face stacking geometry in the ground state by steric constraints21.
Assuming that the π−π
 interaction would be completely attenuated at the
transition state corresponding to rotation about the aryl–naphthyl bond,

measurement of the rotation barrier would be reflective of the groundstate stabilization of the stacked geometry. In practice, an e xcellent correlation was found between ΔG‡ for ring rotation and the para Hammett
substituent parameter σpara, consistent with the notion that π-resonance
effects were the dominant factor underlying the observed substituent
effect.
Recently, however, the π-polarization model has been a source of
controversy. Ab initio studies have suggested that the introduction of any
substituent (that is, electron-donating or electron-withdrawing) should
increase the strength of π−πinteractions compared with the benzene
dimer23. In fact, the notion that the πsystems of the interacting partners
are even involved in “π−π
 interactions” has been increasingly called into
question14,24,25. For example, computations by Grimme have suggested
that the interaction energy of cyclohexane ‘stacking’ (−3.09 kcal mol−1) is
in fact stronger than that of benzene (PD orientation, −2.62 kcal mol−1)24,
and Bloom and Wheeler have shown that the interaction between benzene
and cyclohexane (−2.91 kcal mol−1) is stronger than that of the benzene
dimer (PS orientation, −1.63 kcal mol−1)25. It has thus been proposed that
the π−πterminology be reserved for larger aromatic systems in which
special π-electron correlation effects do appear to exist. Nonetheless,
as it is not our goal to coin new terminology but rather to describe the
current state of the art, we have chosen to use the terms ‘π−π’ or
‘πstacking’ fully aware of their shortcomings.
A more recent model that is consistent with the majority of available
data, popularized by Wheeler and Houk, posits that the direct interactions between the local C–X/H dipoles of substituted aromatic rings
determine the strength of a ‘π−π
 ’ interaction16,23,26–28. Viewed from this
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perspective, aromatic rings primarily serve as platforms upon which to
place substituents in a spatial arrangement that will either be attractive or
repulsive depending on the relative geometries between the interacting
dipoles. The calculated interaction energy between benzene and a monosubstituted benzene derivative was found to correlate strongly with the
meta Hammett substituent parameter σmeta and was attractive for all
substituents evaluated (Fig. 2b, left), including those considered to be
inductively electron-donating (negative σmeta)28. Retaining the same
intermolecular separation but replacing the substituted benzene ring
with a hydrogen atom (Fig. 2b, right) afforded an essentially identical
correlation, suggesting that the aromatic ring itself is not truly involved
in the interaction. Another prediction of the Wheeler–Houk direct interaction model is that substituent effects should be additive—that is, the
interaction between two substituted benzene derivatives should be equal
to the sum of the individual interaction energies of each substituted ring
with benzene. This hypothesis is supported by the excellent 1:1 correlation
between these interaction energies shown in Fig. 2c (left). However, this
relationship is expected to fail if the substituents on the two substituted
rings interact directly as other intermolecular interactions—such as steric
repulsion—become relevant (Fig. 2c, right). Additional computational
studies by Parrish and Sherrill have also demonstrated the validity of
this hypothesis29.
A recent study by Shimizu and co-workers provided direct
experimental support for the Wheeler–Houk additivity hypothesis
(Fig. 3a)30. Owing to restricted rotation about the imide N–aryl bond, 3.1
(a ‘molecular torsion balance’) was found to exhibit discrete unfolded and
folded conformations in solution. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that
the phenyl ether substituent and phenanthrene shelf were forced into a
PD stacking interaction in the folded conformation. Thus, measuring the
unfolded to folded ratio as a function of phenyl ether substitution allowed
the authors to quantify the strength of the π−π
 interaction in the ground
state. By comparison with a control molecular torsion balance in which
the π−πinteraction was precluded, the authors defined a substituent
effect for several electronically diverse substituents (Fig. 3a). Notably,
the magnitude of the substituent effects for monosubstituted aryl ethers
were dependent on the positions of the substituents on the ring (compare
3-Cl and 4-Cl), as would be expected on the basis of the direct interaction model. Furthermore, using the calculated substituent effects for the
monosubstituted derivatives, the authors were able to predict those for
di- and tri-substituted analogues with reasonable accuracy (3,5-Cl2). As
the Hunter–Sanders π-polarization model does not predict that s ubstituent
effects will be additive, these results, along with the observation of a
positional dependence of the magnitude of the substituent effect, were
taken as evidence to support the Wheeler–Houk direct interaction model.

Considering the manner in which π−π interactions can be employed
for ground-state stabilization, it stands to reason that they might analogously be used to effect transition-state binding for catalysis. An excellent
example of this phenomenon was reported by Hunter and co-workers
for the alkylation of pyridine in a supramolecular zipper complex (3.2,
Fig. 3b)19. It was hypothesized that a π-interaction between the p
 yridine
ring (ring 3) and ring 2 would be more stabilizing in the polarizable SN2
transition state than in the ground-state reactant or product complexes.
Furthermore, it was anticipated that tuning the electronics of ring 2 might
allow for the modulation of the putative transition-state π interaction,
thereby controlling the reaction rate. Measurement of the groundstate binding constants (calculated from ΔGGS) for a series of zipper
complexes (X =  NO2, H, NMe2) and the rates of both the uncatalysed
and catalysed alkylation reactions (calculated from ΔG ‡free and
ΔG‡bound) enabled the authors19 to estimate the binding constant between
rings 2 and 3 at the alkylation transition state (ΔGTS, Fig. 3b). Using this
information, a double mutant cycle analysis20,31 allowed for the determination of the isolated contribution of a πinteraction between rings
2 and 3 to t ransition-state stabilization, as well as stabilization of both
the reactant and product complexes, in the absence of any additional
factors c ontributing to complex stability (such as dispersion, electrostatic r epulsion, hydrogen-bonding). When X =  NO2, rings 2 and 3
were engaged in stronger π−πinteractions in the reactant and product
complexes than in the transition state, implicating negative catalysis. In
contrast, when X = H or NMe2, the complexes exhibited stronger π−π
interactions between rings 2 and 3 in the transition state relative to
the ground state, definitively demonstrating the contribution of these
interactions to the acceleration of pyridine methylation. The nature of
the substituent effect is difficult to discern given the aforementioned
geometric complexities of the direct interaction model. However, the clear
electronic trend lends credence to the notion that π−πinteractions can
be substantially modulated through subtle electronic perturbations of the
structures of the interacting partners to affect chemical reactivity.

XH–π interactions

The interaction between the C‒H bond of an arene (that is, X–H) and the
face of another, resulting in a ‘T’-shaped geometry (Fig. 1a), has physical
origins similar to those described for the attraction between two aryl
rings and is often incorporated into the π-stacking category or even
characterized as a type of hydrogen-bonding32. We elected to separate
CH–πinteractions to highlight distinct features from the former class and
explore additional XH–πinteractions, where X may be C(sp hybridized),
C(sp3), B, N, O or a halogen. For example, the computed interaction
energies of the C‒H bonds in ethane, ethylene and acetylene complexed
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with the face of benzene showed a stronger interaction as the carbon
exhibited more s character33. Thus, the identity of the interacting
X component is as important as the nature of the πsystem. To investigate
the origins of these NCIs, Wheeler and co-workers examined both
X atom identity (B, C(sp3), N, O and F) and arene substituent effects in
a systematic computational study, which revealed that the sensitivity to
aryl substitution and the contributions to the interaction energy from
dispersion and electrostatic forces varied depending on the identity of the
arene substituent (S, Fig. 4a)34. Overall, electron-donating substituents on
the aromatic ring enhanced the interactions for each XH–π combination
examined, as established through linear correlations of the computed
interaction energies with Hammett σmeta values. More electronegative
atoms (F and O) demonstrated greater sensitivity to the electronic nature
of the arene, and the interaction energies were thus dominated by an
electrostatic term. Conversely, the CH–πand BH–πinteractions were
much less sensitive to the substituent effects, revealing that dispersion
dominates in these attractions. Although these computational studies
provide detailed insight into the more elusive XH–πinteractions, most
experimental work has focused on aryl and alkyl CH donors, especially
in the context of biological and supramolecular systems.
Alkyl CH–πinteractions have been extensively acknowledged as an
important element in molecular recognition between carbohydrates
and proteins35. To quantify the stabilization gained from such interactions in the ground state, Waters and co-workers applied double mutant
cycle analysis to a β-hairpin oligopeptide, which was designed to allow
positions X and Y to interact directly when the β-sheet was folded
(Fig. 4b)36. The points of interaction between Ac4Glc (Glc =  glucose)
and the aromatic residues were identified through upfield 1H NMR
shifts of H1, H3, H5, and H6,6′ as well as nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE)
experiments (Fig. 4b, right). Double mutant cycles for four aromatic
residues revealed weaker interaction energies as the surface area of the
πsystem decreased. In a corresponding trend, a reduced extent of β-sheet
folding resulted, indicating lower stability of the folded oligopeptide with
decreasing surface area. When a non-aromatic substituent was included
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at the X position (cyclohexane), the upfield shifts and NOE signals characteristic of the aromatic groups were not identified, suggesting the two
aliphatic groups did not interact. Correspondingly, a low degree of β-sheet
folding was measured, and double mutant cycle analysis suggested a trivial
interaction energy. Overall, these data suggest that the stabilization of the
β-hairpin results from CH–πinteractions between the carbohydrate and
the aromatic residues. Thus, this model system reveals that an a ttractive
interaction between alkyl C‒H bonds and πnetworks can have a substantial
role in the stabilization required for the tertiary structure of a polypeptide.
The potential for CH–πinteractions to enable the enantioselective
recognition of chiral molecules was also explored by Martín and co-
workers, who demonstrated the ability of chiral receptor 4a to distinguish
between the d and l forms of several aromatic amino acids (Fig. 4c)37.
Using temperature-dependent and 2D-NMR experiments, points of interaction between the host and guest molecules were assigned, revealing
that protons R in the ethylene glycol spacer of host 4a were probably
interacting directly with the πsystems of the aromatic amino acids. Of
note, intermolecular rotating frame Overhauser effects (ROEs) were
observed between host 4a (protons R) and d-tryptophan (Trp) but not
with l-Trp, suggesting this interaction was important for host–guest
selectivity. When ethylene protons were exchanged for fluorine atoms
(host 4b), thus eliminating the putative CH–πinteractions, diminished
binding was observed for the favoured amino acids. In order to quantify
the stabilization gained from this CH–πinteraction, a double mutant
cycle analysis was performed. The interaction energy between the
receptor protons and l and d-Trp was determined to be −0.97 kcal mol−1,
which accounted for 70% of the stabilization of the host:d-Trp complex
when the selectivity for d-Trp versus l-Trp was considered (10.4:1 or
∆∆G
 D/L = −1.4 kcal mol−1). This example of selective ground-state binding
clearly demonstrates how a single CH–πinteraction might be analogously
manipulated to affect selectivity through transition-state interactions.
Despite their prevalence in the ground state, CH–πinteractions have
been less frequently applied explicitly for transition-state stabilization.
Nonetheless, a well-known example of aromatic CH–πinteractions in
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small-molecule catalysis is the rationalization of the origin of enantioselectivity in the Noyori-type asymmetric transfer hydrogenation of aryl
ketones38,39. Through a detailed computational study, the aryl ligand was
proposed to donate a C‒H bond that interacts with the aryl group on the
ketone, thus providing stabilization of the ‘Si’ diastereomeric transition state,
which led to the observed product (Fig. 4d). Favoured by 2.1 kcal mol−1, this
calculated transition state (left structure) revealed an interatomic distance of
3.0 Å between a C‒H bond in the cyclopentadienyl ring and the aryl group in
the substrate, well within the boundaries of a CH–πinteraction. Although
this specific interaction was not quantified in this example, we view this
a posteriori justification of a stereochemical outcome as a foundation for
future rational design of such interactions in catalytic systems.

Cation–π interactions

The cation–πinteraction describes the association between a cation and
the face of a molecule containing a π system40–45. First reported for the
binding of K+ to benzene in the gas phase, subsequent experimental
studies demonstrated association free enthalpies (ΔHo) for the alkali
metals with benzene of 38.3, 28.0 and 19.2 kcal mol−1 for Li+, Na+ and
K+, respectively, placing the cation–πinteraction among the strongest
NCIs known40. Rationalized by the quadrupole moment of benzene
(see above), electrostatic potential (ESP) maps generally serve as good
qualitative predictors of the strength of the cation–πinteraction as a
function of ring substitution46,47, with increasingly electron-donating
substituents affording increasingly negative ESPs above and below the
ring plane, predicting a stronger interaction with a cation. Thus, to a
first approximation, the cation–πinteraction can be understood as
one between an ion and an electric quadrupole (although it cannot be
modelled quantitatively in this manner) and is primarily electrostatic
in nature. Yet, in certain instances, particularly those involving large,
polarizable πsystems, the role of induction has also been suggested to be
important41,48,49. Wheeler and Houk have warned against misinterpretation of the correlation of ESP maps with stronger/weaker interactions,
suggesting that it is the orientations of the local dipoles of the C–H/X
bonds around the ring periphery, not the donation or withdrawal of
π-electron density from the ring centre by the substituent, that are
responsible for the negative ESPs in the case of electron-rich a romatics46.
In spite of the physical origins of these effects, ring substitution and
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adjustment of the spatial extent of a πsystem can both serve as ways to
produce predictable modulation of the strength of cation–π interactions.
Nature provides several excellent platforms for studying cation–π
interactions in both ground and transition states. A recurring motif in
proteins for the recognition of cationic moieties is the so-called aromatic
box42,47—a term that characterizes binding pockets composed of v arious
combinations of three to four tryptophan (Trp), tyrosine (Tyr) or
phenylalanine (Phe) residues precisely arranged to stabilize positive
charge via cation–πinteractions (Fig. 5a). A prototypical example that has
been studied by the groups of Lester and Dougherty is that of the nicotinic
acetylcholine receptor (nAChR), a ligand gated ion channel that is modu
lated by the binding of the ammonium group of acetylcholine, ACh50,51.
Using classical physical organic techniques, the authors have demonstrated the half-maximum effective concentration (EC50) of nAChR
resulting from ground-state ACh binding can be modulated over 2 orders
of magnitude (1.2–114 μM, >2.0 kcal mol−1) simply through the mutation
of a single aromatic box constituent (αTrp 149) to substituted analogues
with attenuated cation binding affinity (such as F-Trp, CN-Trp).
Also featured among the many classes of proteins known to p
 ossess
the aromatic box motif are those that recognize methylated lysine,
a post-translational modification implicated in gene regulation. In
2007, Waters and co-workers reported a study52 seeking to elucidate
the physical origins of the recognition of a cationic methylated lysine
(Lys or K) residue on the tail of histone 3 (H3) by the aromatic box of
HP1 chromodomain (Fig. 5a). Although the interaction between H3
and HP1 was known to increase with increasing methylation (that is,
KMe3 >  KMe2 > KMe), it was unclear if this primarily was due to a
cation–πinteraction or a hydrophobic effect, as the latter may be expected
considering the increase in lipophilicity with each methylation. To
address this ambiguity, three H3 mutants were prepared varying in the
extent of K9 methylation (H3K9Me3, H3K9Me2, H3K9Me1) and one in
which K9 had been mutated to a neutral isostere, tert-butyl norleucine
(t-BuNle, H3K9tBuNle). Compared with the wild-type H3 protein,
diminished binding was observed with each successive methyl removal,
with uncharged mutant H3K9tBuNle displaying 31-fold weaker binding
relative to H3K9Me3. Given the similar sizes and shapes of these mutants,
this result was taken as evidence of a cation–πinteraction between the
cationic H3 mutants and the aromatic residues in HP1 chromodomain.
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In the same manner that the ground-state recognition of methyllysine
is dictated by cation–πinteractions, transition-state stabilization can
also be manipulated. A field where this paradigm is frequently invoked
is that of terpene biosynthesis53. In the first definitive example, Hoshino
and co-workers studied54 the enzyme squalene-hopene cyclase (SHC)55,
which catalyses the formation of hopene (5.4) via a complex cationic
polycyclization cascade from the acyclic precursor squalene (5.1,
Fig. 5b). Site-directed mutagenesis studies were conducted to study the
electronic effects on Phe 356 and Phe 605, which are components of
different aromatic box regions in SHC, implicated in stabilizing cationic
intermediates 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. Estimation of Michaelis–Menten
parameters revealed that, although the mutants displayed looser binding
relative to the wild type, catalytic activity increased in the expected order
based on the ability of the mutated residue to favourably interact with
positive charge. Thus, Phe 605 mutants with electron-rich aromatic
residues (Phe605Tyr, Phe605OMe-Tyr, Phe605Trp) displayed higher
specific activities than the wild-type enzyme, and conversely, fluorinated
Phe mutants (F1-Phe, F2-Phe, F3-Phe) at positions 365 and 605 demonstrated progressively diminished catalytic activity with each successive
fluorination. A linear correlation was observed between the specific
activity of the SHC mutants and the previously computed cation–π
binding energies46 of the FnPhe residues. These results convincingly
support in a quantitative manner the hypothesis that cation–π interactions
at both positions within SHC are essential to hopene biosynthesis,
presumably via both ground- and transition-state stabilization.
Considering the lessons learned from examples such as those presented
above, it should in principle be possible to design synthetic catalysts that
accelerate novel reactions via stabilizing cation–πinteractions in the
transition state. To this end, Jacobsen and co-workers have hypothesized
that enantioselectivity, a kinetic phenomenon, can be dictated by aromatic
substituents deliberately incorporated into synthetic catalyst scaffolds56–58.
In an excellent example disclosing the enantioselective nucleophilic
ring opening of episulfonium ions with indole58, the authors proposed
that a meso-episulfonium ion was generated upon trichloroacetimidate
protonation by 4-nitrobenzenesulfonic acid (4-NBSA, Fig. 5c). A bifunctional chiral thiourea catalyst (5.6) was proposed to bind the conjugate
base of 4-NBSA and the episulfonium ion in a spatially resolved ion pair
through a combination of hydrogen-bonding and cation–π interactions,
respectively, allowing an enantioselective nucleophilic attack by indole
to occur. The presence of the latter interaction was hypothesized on the
basis of the observation that reaction enantioselectivity generally correlated with the size of extended πsystems of the catalyst aryl substituent.
To distinguish unambiguously whether enantioselection was occurring
because of a transition-state-stabilizing cation–πinteraction in the major
pathway or a destabilizing steric interaction in the minor pathway, the
authors took advantage of the observation that indole addition to the
episulfonium–thiourea complex (5.5) was both rate-determining and
enantio-determining. The rate constants for the pathways leading to the
major and minor enantiomers could be distinguished, and both were
shown to independently correlate with reaction enantioselectivity. This
experiment rigorously demonstrates that the cation–πinteraction can
be used to achieve transition-state stabilization in a completely designed
system that operates by the same principles observed in fundamental,
ground-state studies (see above).

Anion–π interactions

Superficially, anion–πinteractions emerge as the natural c omplement
to their cationic counterparts, typically describing the attractive
association between a negatively charged atom or molecule and the
πface of an e lectron-deficient (hetero)arene59–62. However, this interaction is somewhat counterintuitive considering the expected e lectron
repulsion between an anion and the π-electron cloud of an arene.
Since its original proposal in a series of ab initio studies in 200263–65,
the anion–πinteraction has been extensively studied theoretically and
experimentally. Compared with cation–π, anion–πinteractions have
more shallow potential energy surfaces resulting in relaxed geometric

requirements60,61,66. As such, in the solid state, as opposed to r esiding
directly above the ring centroid (6.3), anions are more frequently
observed either in the same plane as the aromatic ring interacting with
polarized C–H bonds (6.1), or interacting with a ring π*orbital as in a
Meisenheimer complex (6.2, Fig. 6a)61,67.
The stabilizing nature of anion–πinteractions is typically attributed
to a combination of electrostatic and ion-induced polarization effects,
which can be described by the Qzz component of the arene’s quadrupole
moment and its polarizability, respectively. Notably, these features can
display a compensatory effect. As illustrated in Fig. 6b, Frontera and
co-workers68 demonstrated computationally that the interaction energy
of a chloride anion with a series of (thio)isocyanuric acid derivatives was
essentially constant despite a decrease in the Qzz because of a systematic
increase in polarizability (α) with each replacement of oxygen with
sulphur. Additionally, the nature of the anion has a substantial impact on
the interaction: smaller anions induce greater polarization in the π system
and strengthen the association; and planar, polyatomic ions, such as NO3–,
benefit from a π−πcontribution to the overall interaction.
For benzene derivatives, substituent effects generally follow the
trends expected on the basis of electrostatics, with increasingly electron-
withdrawing substituents contributing to an enhanced positive electrostatic potential above and below the πface, strengthening the interaction.
Like other NCIs involving aromatic rings, this has traditionally been
attributed to π-polarization effects, but has more recently been explained
on the basis of the Wheeler–Houk direct interaction model26, in which an
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anion experiences direct, stabilizing interactions with the local dipoles of
the C–X bonds located around the periphery of the arene69,70. Electrondeficient nitrogenous heterocycles have featured particularly prominently
in both theoretical and experimental explorations of anion–π interactions,
given their intrinsically positive Qzz and molecular ESP values63–65,71.
It was recently suggested that these last features are consequences of the
influx of positive nuclear charge towards the ring centre upon n
 itrogen
incorporation, rather than π-polarization effects70. Regardless of their
physical origin, both quadrupole moments and ESP maps provide reasonable qualitative guides to tuning the strength of anion–π interactions.
In a study quantifying the ground-state association between anions and
electron-poor arenes in solution, Johnson and co-workers m
 easured the
association constants (Ka) between the n-heptylammonium salts of Cl−,
Br− and I− and a series of neutral tripodal receptors (6.4–6.6, Fig. 6c)72.
The authors anticipated that 2,4-dinitro substituted host 6.4 would
interact with the halide series via C–H hydrogen-bonding. However,
owing to steric constraints, this binding mode was expected to be
precluded for 3,5-dinitro analogue 6.6, necessitating involvement of
the arene faces in anion recognition. Strong association with all three
halides was apparent by NMR titration in C6D6 (Ka = 11–53 M−1, ΔG = 
−1.4 to −2.4 kcal mol−1), with the 3,5-disubstituted receptor exhibiting
superior binding in all cases in the expected order based on size (that is,
Cl− >  Br− >  I−). Electron-rich control receptor 6.5 did not exhibit measurable binding. On the basis of both NMR studies and DFT calculations,
it was proposed that receptor 6.6 bound the halides via a σ complex rather
than a true anion–πcomplex, demonstrating the a mbiguity often associated with the geometric nature of anion–π interactions.
The ability of anion–π interactions to stabilize both ground and
transition states has been investigated intensively by Matile and
co-workers73–77. Illustrative examples can be drawn from the realm
of enolate c hemistry74–78. A model system was developed in which a
malonate moiety was situated near the surface of a naphthalenediimide
(NDI) scaffold, which was expected to engage in stabilizing anion–π
interactions, given the parent NDI’s notably positive (Qzz =  +19 B,
where 1 buckingham (B) = 1 D Å) quadrupole moment (Fig. 7a).
It was shown that tuning of the NDI’s electronic character via
manipulations of the substituents around its periphery enabled the
malonate’s pKa to be adjusted over six orders of magnitude (ΔΔGGS = 
−7.48 ± 0.287 kcal mol−1) compared with diethyl malonate (7.1) as a
control (pKa =  16.4)78. An excellent correlation was observed between the
LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) energies of the substituted
NDIs and the observed pKas. These results were attributed to the ability
of the NDI surfaces to engage the enolate conjugate bases in attractive
anion–πinteractions in a manner that could be precisely controlled.
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The first lp–πinteraction to be acknowledged e xplicitly originates in
structural biology as a stabilizing structural element for Z-DNA89,90. As
shown in Fig. 8a, the O4′oxygen atom of cytidine was crystallographically
observed to lie within 2.9 Å of guanine C2 for each d(CpG) step89, and a
subsequent ab initio study90 estimated the s tabilization gained from this
interaction to be of the order of 2 kcal mol−1 when guanine was coordinated by Mg2+ at N7. The significance of the lone pair–πinteraction in
crystal engineering has been noted by Reedijk and co-workers, based on
a thorough analysis of the crystallographic database91.
Several key experimental studies have contributed to the understanding of the strength and nature of lp–πinteractions. On the basis of
observance of a close contact (3.08 Å) between the alcohol oxygen and
C6F6 ring centroid in the crystal structure of amino alcohol 8.1 (Fig. 8b)92,
Korenaga and co-workers conducted a study on a simplified system to
assess the existence of a bona fide lp–π interaction93. By studying the
association between a series of N,N-dimethylamino arylethylamines and
methanol by 1H NMR spectroscopy, the authors expected to observe a
linear r elationship between amine basicity and enthalpy of association
(ΔHobs) if hydrogen-bonding was solely responsible for the interaction. As shown in Fig. 8b (right), a good correlation was found between
ΔHobs and Taft’s σ*parameter for a range of electronically diverse arylethylamines (8.2a–8.2e, −6.09 to −5.72 kcal mol−1), with the exception
of pentafluorophenyl derivative 8.3 (−6.15 kcal mol−1). This outlier was
rationalized on the basis of an intramolecular lp–πinteraction supplementing the otherwise weaker hydrogen bond in this complex (8.3),
whose electron-deficient aryl substituent would be expected to interact
favourably with a lone pair. This proposal was corroborated by a notably
negative entropy of association (ΔSobs =  −19.9 cal mol−1 K−1) as might
be expected for the proposed conformationally restricted complex 8.3,
and by a computational analysis that showed good qualitative agreement
between the predicted and measured ΔHobs for the full data set.
Gung and Amicangelo have investigated lp–π interactions using
a molecular torsion balance based on a triptycene scaffold (8.4,
Fig. 8c)86,94. The relative populations of the syn and anti conformers,
which were readily determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy, were expected
to be dictated by the lp–πinteraction strength between the C9 benzyl
and the C1 methoxymethyl (MOM) substituent. As shown in Fig. 8c, the
expected trend based on electrostatic reasoning (ΔGo = 1.2 kcal mol−1 for
C6F5 to −0.19 for 4-NMe2) was observed. However, the fact that the interaction was attractive even for electron-neutral to electron-rich derivatives
(H, Me, NMe2) could not be explained by electrostatic reasoning alone,
a

leading the authors to invoke dispersion as the dominant force in these
latter cases; they concluded that aromatic rings cannot be treated as simple
quadrupolar groups at the short distances required for many NCIs86.
A recent experimental study by Aliev and Motherwell demonstrated that
heteroatom substitution might also serve as a means to tune the strength
of lp–πinteractions in a rationally designed system95.
To our knowledge, no explicit examples exist of rational catalyst design
using lessons from ground-state studies of lp–πinteractions such as those
highlighted. However, by direct analogy with the situation for π–π,
cation–πand anion–πinteractions, we fully anticipate examples to be
forthcoming. Although not rigorously verified as such, Toste and Sigman
invoked a transition-state lp–πinteraction between a chiral catalyst and
an achiral additive to rationalize an inversion in the sense of enantioselection in an asymmetric fluorination of allylic alcohols (77% enantiomeric
excess (e.e.) of R to 92% e.e. of S), based on a series of structure–selectivity
studies96.

Conclusions and outlook

The preceding paragraphs have provided a limited subset of examples
illustrating the analogy between binding in the ground and transition
states within the spectrum of specific non-covalent πinteractions. Given
the seemingly sophisticated knowledge surrounding the physical underpinnings of each interaction discussed, one might inquire as to why
genuine de novo design of catalysts for novel synthetic transformations
is not commonplace. One oft-cited reason is that, although a given
NCI’s spatial and geometric requirements may be well-understood, its
individual contribution to binding may be small and thus in competition
with many other interactions, rendering its ability to be manipulated in
isolation highly context dependent97. Additionally, the design of a catalyst
at the outset of a synthetic methodology project would require a detailed
understanding of the rate/selectivity-determining transition state—a
challenge frequently beyond current capabilities. Indeed, this prevailing
viewpoint was recently expressed in a comprehensive review on NCIs in
supramolecular catalysis: “non-covalent intermolecular forces are hardly
predictable and so far cannot be used by a chemist who wishes to design
‘a priori’ a catalyst with assembling properties.”98
However, as is so often the case when a dead end seems imminent,
perhaps a shift in perspective is required. Although it may not yet be
possible to design catalysts that are perfectly complementary to any
transition state, it should become increasingly feasible to identify where
certain interactions are operative in a mechanism and to use the lessons
c
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from ground-state binding to manipulate them rationally. Essential to
this goal will be modularity with respect to catalyst design, such that
aromatic motifs may be readily installed with varying steric and e lectronic
properties at m
 ultiple catalyst positions. To this end, organocatalysts (for
example, chiral phosphoric acids, thioureas, amino acids) represent a catalyst class particularly ripe for investigation. Furthermore, in addition to the
techniques described above, kinetically controlled p
 roduct ratios should
see i ncreasing use as energetic probes, as these values r epresent exquisitely
sensitive measurements of relative rates arising from s ubtle transition-state
interactions (a 99:1 product ratio results from a 2.7 kcal mol−1 energy
difference between competing transition states). Our groups have recently
adopted this approach to deliberately i nfluence enantioselectivity in the
realm of chiral phosphate catalysis—this s trategy is generalizable to any
scenario in which catalyst activity varies as a f unction of molecular structure96,99. By evaluating data sets of enantioselectivity values (that is, rela
tive rates of formation of R and S enantiomers) from different catalyst
and substrate combinations, we have developed hypotheses regarding the
NCIs u
 nderlying selectivity, allowing us to subsequently manipulate these
interactions in explicit, predictable ways. More generally, if this sort of
approach were to be adopted at the outset of a catalysis project—that is,
NCIs were acknowledged to be possibly relevant—such interactions would
be considered as explanations when unexpected results arose.
Given recent advances in high-throughput experimentation
capabilities100, ever-more creative metrics for describing molecular
structure101, and computational methods tuned to model NCIs102, the
prospects for identifying causal structure–activity/selectivity relationships
in catalysis seem bright. It is our hope that these modern technologies can
continue to be integrated with classical physical organic methodologies to
enable the ultimate goal of truly rational catalyst design to be achieved.
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